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Computer simulation of polar bent-core molecules

Stephen J. Johnston, Robert J. Low, and Maureen P. Neal*
School of Mathematical and Information Sciences, Coventry University, Coventry, CV1 5FB, United Kingdom

~Received 15 April 2002; published 12 December 2002!

Results are presented from molecular dynamics simulations in theNPT ensemble of novel bent-core liquid
crystal systems. Following on from a previous study of bent-core steric shape, this study examines the effect
the addition of a transverse electric dipole has on the phase diagram of a bent-core liquid crystal model. A
simple model of the interaction employed a two-site Gay-Berne potential with the sites separated by60.5
reduced units with a central transverse point dipole, for all models investigated. The angle between the sites
180°2g was varied in a rangeg510° to g570° suggested by real molecules. The addition of the dipole to
the model tended to stabilize smectic phases and increase the angle of tilted phases. As the angleg increased,
the transition temperature to the first ordered phase decreased markedly. SmecticA, tilted smecticB, and a
spontaneously polarized smecticB phases were observed in theg510° bent-core model. Theg520° model
showed smecticA and tilted antiferroelectric smecticB phases. Theg540° model showed an antiferroelectric
phase that exhibited unusual packing behavior. Both theg520° andg540° models demonstrated a significant
phase biaxiality in the smecticB phases.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.061702 PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v, 61.20.Ja
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bent-core liquid crystalline systems have ferroelect
properties@1# and form chiral phases despite the constitu
molecules being achiral. They have been the focus of a ra
of experimental, synthetic, and simulation studies becaus
their unusual properties. Many liquid crystal molecules p
sess polar groups that may have an influence on the type
phases observed and the point in the phase space wher
transition occurs. As such the addition of electrostatic for
to anisotropic models has been the focus of many comp
simulations e.g., Refs.@2–4#. Of particular interest here is
the effect the addition of a polar group has on the ph
behavior of systems of bent-core molecules. The bent-c
models, based on the P-n-PIMB molecule@1#, have a strong
dipole moment transverse to the long molecular axis, in
direction of bend of the bent core, of the order of two deby
Niori et al. @1# proposed that polar alignment of molecul
constrained to a smectic layer as the structure to exp
ferroelectric ordering.

The relative effects of steric and electric contributions@5#,
to the packing of the molecules has been the subject of
eral studies, e.g., Refs.@6,7#. Simulations of apolar bent-cor
molecules, considered a transverse steric dipole, have sh
some of the unusual packing features of real bent-core m
ecules@8–12#.

Theoretical studies have concentrated on the ability
these achiral bent-core shapes to form chiral phases. B
et al. @13# showed how a system of bent-core molecules c
strained to smectic layers can be chiral. This happens if
bent cores were rotated about their polar axis whilst s
constrained to the smectic layer, creating adjacent sme
layers with either synclinic or anticlinic tilt. In such an a
rangement, the symmetry of the system is reduced to
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point where chirality occurs. This is the arrangement see
the most prevalent bent-core phase, theB2 phase in both
ferroelectric@14# and antiferroelectric@15# phases. A full re-
view is found in Pelzlet al. @16# and includes descriptions o
the phases found to date including the tiltedB2 phase,
hexatic-likeB3 phase and two-site Gay-Berne ‘‘TGB-like
B4 phase.

Simulation studies to date have been reported for hard
soft models of apolar bent-core systems. Campet al. @8#
studied a hard rod system composed of spherocylind
where each molecule was modeled by two spherocylin
subunits joined at their ends giving an overall length-
breadth ratio of 4:1 for the rodlike model. The displaceme
of the spherocylinders was then kept constant for all val
of the angle of bend studied. For small deviations from
rodlike model,g510° and 20°, normal nematic and smec
liquid crystal phases were found. For a larger deviation
30°, the smectic phase was destabilised with a transi
from the nematic phase straight to a biaxial solid. At high
degrees of bend, the molecules were found to form interlo
ing pairs suppressing the formation of any liquid crys
phases. In a second study@9# the bent-core shape was mo
eled using a two-site Gay-Berne@17# potential with the sites
displaced to the extremes of the zero potential surface
ducing a model very much like Ref.@8#, but with an overall
length-to-breadth ratio of 6:1 for the rod-like model. Th
angle between the ‘‘wings’’ of the bent-core was fixed
140° i.e., g540°, with the simulations conducted in th
isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT). Similarly to the hard
rod model an isotropic-smectic phase transition was ide
fied and evidence of a chiral superstructure was found,
though its presence has yet to be confirmed. As the temp
ture was decreased a nematic-smectic phase transition
identified with no interdigitation and a local phase biaxial
and polarization. The layer arrangement was that of an a
parallel structure. While the model was an apolar elec
system it was termed as a transverse steric ‘‘polar’’ syst
@5#. Both of these models have shown classical liquid crys
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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JOHNSTON, LOW, AND NEAL PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061702 ~2002!
phases rather than the more unusual phases that the ben
molecules display. A recent report by Xuet al. @10# used a
multisite Lennard-Jones-type model arranged such that
bend in the molecule was the same as that in Ref.@9#; an
angle ofg540°. They also found chiral symmetry-breakin
behavior with the molecules tilting with respect to the lay
normal in the crystalline phase, however, the direction of
tilt was not aligned or alternating from layer to layer unlik
the packing seen in the real molecules. Upon heating the
disappeared and there was a phase transition to the smecA
phase. The simulation was undertaken in theNVT ensemble
which may affect the packing density. While the total volum
was kept fixed, the aspect ratio was allowed to fluctua
Maiti et al. @11# examined a hard rod mixture of bent-co
and rodlike molecules. The rodlike molecules were mode
with a spherocylinder, length-to-breadth ratio of 5:1 and
bent-core molecules had an overall length-to-breadth rati
either 5:1 or 10:1. They found that in the smectic phase,
presence of a small quantity of length-to-breadth ratio 1
bent-core molecules caused an anticlinic tilt to develop p
viding g was less than 80°. For values ofg.80° the bent-
core molecules arranged themselves between the sm
layers and no tilt was observed. No tilt was observed in
mixture of rodlike molecules and length-to-breadth ratio 5
bent-core molecules. No evidence of theB2 phase or any
steric polar ordering has been reported to date. It is there
of considerable interest to observe the effect of a transv
dipole on the phase diagram of a bent-core model.

The study presented in this paper will investigate the
fect of the addition of a transverse electric dipole to t
transverse steric dipole shape. A previous study@12# was
undertaken by the authors of a two-site bent-core molec
shown in Fig. 1~a!, modeled by two Gay-Berne@17# sites at
varying angles ofg. For a rodlike model normal nematic
smecticA and smecticB phases were observed. As the val
of g was increased, the nematic phase was initially dest
lised with a transition directly to a smecticA phase. Asg was
increased further the nematic phase was stabilised and t
smectic phases were observed. For a value ofg540°, a
biaxial ‘‘TGB-like’’ phase was found but no in-layer tilt wa

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of~a! a two-site bent-core
molecule and~b! the addition of a dipole to the polar bent-co
molecule.
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observed. No steric polar ordering was observed for any
the models studied. The addition of the electric dipole to t
model, the details of which are explained later, has the ef
of adding additional realism to the model and this study w
undertaken to determine whether the effect of this addit
leads to the development of polar order in the system.

The authors have previously reported@18# the effect of the
addition of a transverse dipole on the rodlike molecu
Compared with the apolar rodlike molecule the nema
phase was destabilised with a transition directly to a sme
B phase then to a ferroelectric crystal. Several other stu
involving transverse dipoles have been conducted for
standard rodlike models. Houssaet al. @19# examined a
model composed of a Gay-Berne site with a transverse
pole moment of varying strength. They found that for a s
nificantly strong dipole moment the normal phase transit
of isotropic to nematic to smecticB was disrupted, and a
transition straight to the smecticB phase was observed. Gi
Villegas et al. @20# undertook a study of a system of ha
rods with transverse point dipoles. The dipolar potential w
seen to stabilize the smecticA phase with respect to th
nematic phase, as in Ref.@19#. At higher temperatures in the
smecticA region the dipoles lay in the plane of the smec
layers and were orientationally degenerate. At lower te
peratures the dipoles formed into ringlike domains a
chains arranged so as to produce no overall spontaneou
larization. Similar results have been reported by Kachel a
Gburski@21#, and Berardiet al. @2# for transverse dipoles. A
recent study by Berardiet al. @22# found ferroelectric nem-
atic and smectic phases using a combination of a longitud
steric dipole~‘‘pear’’ shape! and an off-center longitudina
electric dipole.

To date no studies have been reported where a dip
potential has been included in the simulation of bent-c
systems. In the study reported here we employ the a two-
Gay-Berne potential with a central transverse point dipol

This paper is organised as follows: in Sec.II the mod
and details of the simulation are described, Sec. III conta
the results and conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATIONS

A. Model

The bent-core molecular shape was modeled, as in
apolar study employing a two-site Gay-Berne@17#. The cen-
tres of mass were displaced by60.5 reduced units to give an
overall length-to-breadth ratio of 4:1 in the case of the ro
like, g50°, model, comparable to the real bent-core m
sogens, e.g., P-n-PIMB @1#. The total potential is the sum o
the Gay-Berne potential (VGB) and the dipole-dipole inter-
action (Vmm),

VTotal5VGB1Vmm . ~1!

The total potential energy is referred to as the polar G
Berne potential. The Gay-Berne potential is defined as
2-2
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF POLAR BENT-CORE MOLECULES PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061702 ~2002!
VGB~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !54e~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !

3H S so

~r i j 2s~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !1so!
D 12

2S so

~r i j 2s~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !1so!
D 6J , ~2!

where ûi and ûj are the orientational unit vectors andr i j is
the site-site intermolecular vector linking the centres
mass. The strength of the interaction is given by the stren
anisotropy function,e

e~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !5eoe1
n~ ûi ,ûj !e2

m~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !, ~3!

m andn are adjustable exponents andeo is a constant.e1 is
defined by

e1~ ûi ,ûj !5@12x2~ ûi•ûj !
2#21/2, ~4!

ande2 by

e2~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !512
x82

2 S ~ r̂ i j •ûi1 r̂ i j •ûj !
2

11x8ûi•ûj

1
~ r̂ i j •ûi2 r̂ i j •ûj !

2

12x8ûi•ûj
D , ~5!

x8 quantifies the anisotropy in the attractive forces and
defined in terms of the well depths,es in the side-to-side
configuration andee in the end-to-end configuration.

x85
12~ee /es!

1/m

11~ee /es!
1/m

. ~6!

Information about the shape of the molecule is then incor
rated into the potential via the orientation-dependent ra
parameter

s~ ûi ,ûj , r̂ i j !5soF12
x

2 S ~ r̂ i j •ûi1 r̂ i j •ûj !
2

11xûi•ûj

1
~ r̂ i j •ûi2 r̂ i j •ûj !

2

12xûi•ûj
D G21/2

, ~7!

the parameterx is defined by

x5
~se /ss!

221

~se /ss!
211

, ~8!

wherese /ss is the ratio of separations when the potent
V50, se for the end-to-end configuration andss for the
side-to-side configuration. In this cases05ss . Since its in-
troduction, the Gay-Berne potential has been well charac
ized and successfully modeled a variety of liquid crys
phases e.g., Refs.@17,23–27#. The parameters used in th
study here are the same as in Ref.@12#, with se /ss53 and
06170
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ee /es50.2 andm andn set to 2 and 1, respectively, to allow
for comparison of the results obtained from the apolar be
core study.

The interaction potential due to a pair of dipoles is giv
below,

Vmm5
mi•mj23~mi• r̂ i j !~mj• r̂ i j !

r i j
3

, ~9!

wheremi5mm̂i , m̂i is the unit vector perpendicular to th
molecular long axis,ûi , andm is the magnitude of the dipole
moment. The relevant axes are shown in Fig. 1~b!. Long
range correction to the dipole-dipole potential is acco
plished in the present study by the reaction field method@28#.
This method has been shown to be equivalent to the be
known Ewald sum@29# method~see e.g. Refs.@30,31#! yet
computationally more efficient. The reaction field meth
works by surrounding the particles inside the potential c
off with a dielectric continuum. The pair interaction is give
by

Vmm5Vmm2
2~eRF21!

2eRF11

mi•mj

r c
3

, ~10!

wherer c is the potential cut-off distance. Forr i j .r c , Vmm is

zero. A reduced dipole moment ofm* 5m2/(4pee0s0
3)1/2 of

1.5 was employed in this study. The reaction field meth
has been used witheRF set to ` ~tin-foil boundary condi-
tions!. This value was chosen because, like the real m
ecules, it provided the model with a strong transverse dip
moment of 2.27 D. This value was obtained by setti
e0 /k5302 K and s053310210 m following Luckhurst
et al. @27# in a study of mapping the Gay-Berne potent
onto p terphenyl.

B. Simulations

The distance dependence of the potential energy ca
lated from the polar Gay-Berne potentials in the side-to-s

FIG. 2. The distance dependence of the potential energy ca
lated from the combined Gay-Berne and transverse dipole-dip
potential for side-to-side (s-s) and end-to-end (e-e) configurations
of all models with respect to one another. The arrow represents
direction of the electric dipole.
2-3
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JOHNSTON, LOW, AND NEAL PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061702 ~2002!
and end-to-end configurations for all of the models stud
with respect to one another is shown in Fig. 2. The minim
value of the potential energy can be seen to become
negative as the deviation is increased from theg50° case,
presented for comparison, tog570° for the side-to-side con
figuration, shown in Fig. 2. As the value ofg is increased the
intermolecular separation at which the minima in the pot
tial energy occurs gradually increases. This is due to
‘‘wings’’ of the bent-core shape preventing close alignme
If we compare the plots of the parallel interacting polar Ga
Berne models with those of the apolar models~Fig. 3! we see
the potential energy has more negative minima in the p
case for the side-to-side configurations. This is due to
dipole acting transverse to the long molecular axis. We a
see that the curve is steeper in the side-to-side configura
for all models indicating a ‘‘harder’’ total potential. No clea
difference is seen in the end-to-end configuration betw
the polar and apolar models as expected because of the
tral position of the dipole. The effect of the dipole is mo
clearly seen in the potential energy contours for parallel
teracting two-site Gay-Berne potentials with an additio
central transverse electric dipole as a function of their se
ration, orientation and angle between the sites, shown
Figs. 4~a! to 4~e!. We see the bent-core shape appearing
g510°, Fig. 4~b!. The bent-core shape is clearly visible
the g520° model shown in Fig. 4~c!. This is further en-
hanced as the value ofg is increased fromg520° @Fig. 4~c!#
to g540°, shown in Fig. 4~d!. In theg540° model, we see
that the length-to-breadth ratio has become less than in
rodlike case (g50°) and in the final model,g570° @Fig.
4~e!# the bent-core shape has a much smaller length
breadth ratio than is commonly found in bent-core liqu
crystal molecules. The addition of the dipole is evident in
the polar models with the enhancement of the potential
ergy contours perpendicular to the long molecular axis co
pared to the apolar model@12#. In the rodlike case (g
50°), this leads to a clearly noticeable ‘‘waisted’’ shap
The shifting of the pair potential minima~Fig. 2! for the

FIG. 3. The distance dependence of the potential energy ca
lated from the Gay-Berne potential for side-to-side (s-s) and end-
to-end (e-e) configurations of all bent-core models with respect
one another. The arrow represents the direction of the steric di
for g.0°.
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end-to-end configuration is therefore explained by the c
sistent reduction of the length-to-breadth ratio as the valu
g increases.

The molecular dynamics simulation study reported h
uses the same set of parameters as in a previous stud
bent-core steric shape@12# to allow direct comparison. It was
undertaken in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble~NPT! to best
reflect realistic conditions and for systems of 1024 partic
with periodic boundary conditions in a rectangular box w
fixed aspect ratio of 1:1:2. The details of the isotherm
isobaric molecular dynamics simulations have been repo
elsewhere@6,12,32#. Following Brown and Clarke@32# the
pressure was calculated from the diagonal terms of the p
sure tensor. For phases that appeared to be tilted the c
plete pressure tensor was calculated@33#,

~P!ab5
1

V F(
i 51

N
1

m
~pi !a~pi !b

1(
i 51

N

(
k51

2

(
j . i

N

(
l 51

2

~Fi j
kl!a~Ri j

kl!bG , ~11!

whereFi j
kl is the force andRi j

kl the separation between sitesk
and l on moleculesi and j, respectively,pi is the momentum
of moleculei, m being the mass andV being the box volume.
This enabled three diagonal components of the pressure
sor to be compared and the off-diagonal terms to be mo
tored checking for anisotropic stress.

All models were equilibrated in the isotropic phase a
then cooled in steps ofT* ([kT/e0)50.1 or 0.2, the former
used in close proximity of the systems to a phase transit
The pressure was kept constant at a value ofP*
([Ps3/eo) of 2.0 and the simulations were continued
each temperature until consecutive simulation runs produ
identical results, within error. The final simulation run w
then taken as the production run. Typical run lengths w
between 400 000 and 600 000 steps. A reduced timeste
Dt* 50.0005 was used, reduced toDt* 50.000 15 when ap-
proaching a phase transition point, whereDt*
[Dt(ms0

2/eo)1/2. All systems were cooled until a solid o
near solid state was attained, determined from the sec
rank orientational order parameterQ00

2 .
The orientational order was analyzed using stand

methods described in Refs.@34,35#. The tensorQxx used to
measure orientational order is defined by

Qab
xx 5

1

N (
i 51

N
3x̂iax̂ib2dab

2
, ~12!

wherex̂i is a unit vector pointing along one axis of molecu
i; Qyy andQzz are defined similarly in terms of unit vector
ŷi and ẑi pointing along the other molecular axes. To obta
a system director, the dominant eigenvalue of each ofQxx,
Qyy, andQzz, was found, and the system director was ide
tified with the eigenvector associated with the largest
these dominant eigenvalues; if necessary the molecule
were relabeled so that this was an eigenvalue ofQzz. This

u-

le
2-4
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FIG. 4. Potential energy contours calculated for parallel molecules interacting via the Gay-Berne and transverse electric dipole
as a function of their separation~coordinates ofx andy are expressed in units ofs0) and their orientation with respect to the intermolecul
vector for ~a! g50°, ~b! g510°, ~c! g520°, ~d! g540°, and~e! g570° in thexy plane.
061702-5
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JOHNSTON, LOW, AND NEAL PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061702 ~2002!
direction defined theZ axis,Ẑ. The order parameterQ00
2 was

then defined aŝẐ•Qzz
•Ẑ&, which coincides with the usua

nematic order parameter^P2& calculated from experimen
and simulation. To identify theY axis, the largest dominan
eigenvalue ofQxx and Qyy was considered, and the asso
ated eigenvector taken; again, relabeling the molecule ax
necessary so that this direction is given by an eigenvecto
Qyy. As this direction was not, in general, orthogonal to thz
axis, it was projected to the plane orthogonal toZ to give the
Y axis,Ŷ. Finally, theX axis was simply chosen to comple
a right-handed system.

Biaxiality was measured by considering@34#

Q22
2 5

1

3
^X̂•Qxx

•X̂1Ŷ•Qyy
•Ŷ2X̂•Qyy

•X̂2Ŷ•Qxx
•Ŷ&.

~13!

This measures the extent to which thex andy molecular axes
are ordered in the plane orthogonal to the system directoZ.

The layer normal in tilted systems was determined us
simulated annealing@7,36#. Simulated annealing is particu
larly useful in situations where close minima occur. T
method initially involves separating the system inton layers
that will be analyzed to find the average layer normalp̂. This
is accomplished by calculating the molecules projection o
the director and ‘‘picking out’’ layers, based on these valu
Once the layers have been separated the best normal t
plane is obtained by minimizing the objective functionx
shown below:

x25(
j

(
i 51

m

~Axi1Byi1Czi2^d&!2, ~14!

whereA, B andC are the directional cosines of the normal
the planep̂. The longitudinal pair distribution function re
solved parallel to the system normal,gi(r i* ) p̂ , can then be
found via

gi~r i* ! p̂5
V

N2 K (i
(
j Þ i

du~r* 2r i j* !•p̂u L . ~15!

The angle of tilt,f is then given by

f5cos21~ p̂•Ẑ!. ~16!

To characterize the magnitude and sign of any chirality
the system following Xuet al. @10#, the chiral order param
eter

^l&5
1

N (
i 51

N

@~ p̂i3ûi !•m̂i #@ p̂i•ûi # ~17!

was calculated. This order parameter is invariant under
symmetry operationsûi→2ûi and p̂i→2p̂i but not m̂i→
2m̂i .

The polar order̂ P1& is then given by
06170
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m̂i•Ŷ. ~18!

Structural information was obtained via the orientation
averaged pair distribution functiong(r * ), the longitudinal
gi(r i* ), and transverseg'(r'

* ) pair distribution functions.

g~r * !5
V

N2 K (i
(
j Þ i

d~r* 2r i j* !L , ~19!

gi~r i* !Ẑ5
V

N2 K (i
(
j Þ i

du~r* 2r i j* !•Ẑu L , ~20!

g'~r'
* !Ẑ5

V

N2 K (i
(
j Þ i

du~r* 2r i j* !3Ẑu L . ~21!

A spherical cutoff was used forg(r * ) and a cylindrical vol-
ume was used in the calculation ofgi(r i* ) andg'(r'

* ), the
axis of the cylinder being aligned along the director,Z. Fur-
ther details of the simulation technique can be found in p
vious work @12#.

FIG. 5. Average scaled density,^r* & as a function of scaled
temperatureT* for the polar bent-coreg510° (1), g520° (h),
g540° (3), andg570° (n) models forN51024.

FIG. 6. Average second rank orientational order parameterQ00
2

as a function of scaled temperatureT* for the polar bent-coreg
510° (1), g520° (h), g540° (3), andg570° (n) models for
N51024.
2-6
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results are presented here for a series of polar bent-
models of varying angle between the sites.

A. gÄ10° model

Figure 5 shows the variation in density as the syste
were cooled and Fig. 6 shows the corresponding variatio
the second rank orientational order parameterQ00

2 for g
510°, g520°, g540°, andg570°.

Two phase transitions were seen to occur in the po
rodlike (g50°) system@18#. At temperatures greater tha
T* 52.6, the system was seen to be fluid. As the tempera
was reduced two phase transitions were seen, the first w
a smecticB phase, the second to a dense ferroelectric crys
In comparison, the apolar system underwent a phase tra
tion to nematic, smecticA and smecticB phases.

As theg510° system is cooled from the isotropic pha
a discontinuity is seen in the density, Fig. 5, at a redu
temperatureT* 52.5. For temperatures greater thanT*
52.5, the value of the second rank orientational order
rameterQ00

2 is not significant. No structure is seen in th
radial and longitudinal pair distribution functions shown
Figs. 8 and 7, respectively.

At T* 52.5 the value of the second rank orientation
order parameter increases to a value of 0.89560.005 from a
value of 0.20460.033 atT* 52.6. An oscillation is seen in
the longitudinal pair distribution function,gi(r i* ), shown in

FIG. 7. Pair distribution functions for the polarg510° bent-
core model resolved parallel to the director for a range of temp
tures.

FIG. 8. Pair distribution functions for the polarg510° bent-
core model for a range of temperatures.
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Fig. 7, indicating a layered system. The first transition
between an isotropic liquid phase and a smecticA phase.

Comparing the result for the first ordered phase of
steric only model@12#, the polarg510° bent-core model ha
undergone the same first phase transition as the ap
model, from the isotropic phase to a smectic A phase. Ho
ever, the temperature at which this occurs is higher for
polar bent-core model,T* 52.5, compared withT* 52.3 for
the apolar bent-core model. Qualitatively there appears to
an enhancement of the layers in the polar bent-core mo
detected by the greater magnitude of the oscillation a
lesser width of the distribution, seen in the longitudinal p
distribution function, Fig. 7 compared with the apolar be
core model@12#.

As the temperature is reduced further a transition is s
to occur atT* 52.2, where an increase in the order para
eter ~Fig. 6! to 0.94260.004 from 0.91460.004 atT* 52.3
is accompanied by a discontinuity in the density~Fig. 5!.
Examination of the radial pair distribution function,g(r * )
shown in Fig. 8, shows a split in the second peak betw
r * 52.08 andr * 52.28, indicate a hexagonal packing ide
tifying this as a smecticB phase.

As the system is cooled further the maxima of the lon
tudinal pair distribution functions decrease in magnitud
shown in Fig. 7. This pattern of behavior is often seen
tilted systems where the tilting of the molecules smooths
the distribution function. To confirm whether or not th
phase was tilted, a simulated annealing analysis was
formed to determine whether a better plane normal than
system director could be found. The longitudinal pair dist
bution functions, resolved parallel to the layer norm
gi(r i* ) p̂ , after the simulated annealing analysis was p
formed, are shown in Fig. 9 forT* 52.2 and 2.1. After the
simulated annealing a clear increase in the maxima of
oscillation in the longitudinal pair distribution function wa
seen~Fig. 9! for T* 52.2 andT* 52.1, confirming a better
plane normal,p̂, than the system directorẐ has been found,
showing the presence of a tiltedB phase. AboveT* 52.2 no
increase in the maxima of the oscillation was seen. Com
ing this result with the apolarg510° bent-core model resul
@12# we see a subtle change. In the apolar case an increa
the layer spacing was detected as the system underwe
phase transition to a smecticB phase from a smecticA phase.

a-

FIG. 9. Pair distribution functions for the polarg510° bent-

core model resolved parallel to the director (Ẑ) or layer normal (p̂)
for a range of temperatures.
2-7
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JOHNSTON, LOW, AND NEAL PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061702 ~2002!
However, no tilting of the molecules or unusual in-plane
der was found. With the addition of a transverse elec
dipole the transition has been from a smecticA phase to a
tilted smecticB phase. A potential problem of the fixed a
pect ratio box is that it may affect equilibrium layer form
tion. However, this would be indicated by an off axis com
ponent in the pressure tensor and unequal diago
components. This is not present in any of the studies un
taken here.

To determine whether there was any odd or even st
ture, the layers were separated and analyses performed
rately. This was accomplished as follows; for each step,j in
the simulation the first layer with more than 50 molecul
termed the ‘‘even layer’’ and the adjacent ‘‘odd’’ layer we
identified. 150 molecules from each layer were then use
calculate the polar order parameter for the layer from

^P1&even5
1

150nsteps
(
i 51

nsteps

(
j 51

even layers

150

m̂j•Ŷ, ~22!

^P1&odd5
1

150nsteps
(
i 51

nsteps

(
j 51

odd layers

150

m̂j•Ŷ, ~23!

TABLE I. Results for the electric polar order parameter^P1&
and angle of tilt for theN51024 simulations in theNPT ensemble
for the polarg510° bent-core model.

T* ^P1& Tilt ~deg!

2.7 0.000~0.024!
2.6 0.009~0.025!
2.5 0.015~0.031!
2.4 0.015~0.039!
2.3 20.014(0.041)
2.2 0.021~0.061! 6.20~1.11!
2.1 0.004~0.047! 7.78~0.09!
2.0 0.005~0.058! 9.46~0.24!
1.8 20.019(0.117) 8.64~0.91!
1.6 0.036~0.154! 7.98~0.03!
1.5 20.437(0.550) 7.61~1.16!

FIG. 10. Average electric polar order parameter^P1& from a set
of adjacent~a! odd and~b! even layers for the polarg510° model,
calculated every 1000 simulation steps forN5150 atT* 52.1.
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where nsteps is the total number of steps in the productio
run. The analysis of the polar order parameter,^P1& is shown
in Fig. 10 for T* 52.1. No significant value of̂ P1&,
^P1&even or ^P1&odd was found in the smecticB phase de-
spite the addition of a transverse electric dipole. Compari
of the results of the simulated annealing for the separa
odd and even layers shows the direction of tilt is the sam
adjacent layers indicating the phase is synclinic in tilt. Hen
the effect of a combination of steric and electric transve
dipole has been shown, in this case, to result in the prod
tion of a tilted smecticB phase. These tilted phases pers
down to the lowest temperature studied,T* 51.5, with a tilt
angle in the range 6.2°61.1° to 9.5°60.2°. The results of
the tilt analysis are shown in Table I.

As the temperature is reduced further toT* 51.5 the sys-
tem is seen to develop an overall value for the polar or
parameter̂ P1&520.460.5 shown in Table I indicating the
phase has some overall polarization which changes in di
tion during the simulation. A snapshot of two adjacent lay
and the results of the odd or even analysis are shown in F

FIG. 11. A snapshot of a section of layers from the product
run at T* 51.5 for the polarg510° bent-core model for adjacen
~a! odd and~b! even layers. The centers of mass are represente
the spheres, the line vector,2, indicates the polar axis of the mol
ecule.

FIG. 12. Average electric polar order parameter^P1& from a set
of adjacent~a! odd and~b! even layers for the polarg510° model,
calculated every 1000 simulation steps forN5150 atT* 51.5.
2-8
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF POLAR BENT-CORE MOLECULES PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061702 ~2002!
11 and 12, respectively. From Fig. 11 the overall polarizat
of adjacent layers can be seen to be in the same direction
this is confirmed by the values of^P1&odd and^P1&even cal-
culated for adjacent layers~Fig. 12!. The polarization oscil-
lates between approximately60.6, however, adjacent layer
tend to align in the same direction at the same step,
swapping the overall direction of polarization together. T
is attributed to the low value ofg allowing free rotation
about the long molecular axis, and therefore the direction
polarization to change. In contrast, a spontaneously polar
crystal was seen for the polar rodlike model@18#. Here the
polarized phase is seen in a tilted smectic B phase. The b
core has had the effect of allowing the development o
spontaneous polarization whilst remaining fluid albeit in
dense smectic phase. This model has therefore reprod
the tilted ferroelectric phase of theB2 phase, however, no
hexagonal ordering is seen in the realB2 molecular systems

B. gÄ20° model

As theg520° system is cooled from the isotropic phas
a discontinuity is seen in the density atT* 52.2, shown in
Fig. 5. For temperatures greater than this the value ofQ00

2 is
less than 0.05160.019, as we would expect for an isotrop
system. Furthermore, no structure is seen in the pair di
bution functions. The first transition is identified by a disco
tinuity in the density atT* 52.2, as shown in Fig. 5, and a
increase in the second rank orientational order parameterQ00

2

~Fig. 6! which increases from 0.05160.019 atT* 52.3 to
0.88160.005 atT* 52.2. An oscillation occurs at this tem
perature in the longitudinal pair distribution functiongi(r i* )
shown in Fig. 13. The radial pair distribution functiong(r * )
remains liquidlike showing this to be a smecticA phase.

Comparing the simulation of the apolarg520° model
@12# and the polarg520° bent-core model presented he
we see an increase in the temperature of transition from
isotropic to the first ordered phase fromT* 52.0 to T*
52.2, respectively. Furthermore we see the first transit
has changed from between the isotropic and nematic p
for the apolarg520° model to between the isotropic an
smecticA phase for the polarg520° model@12#.

A second transition is seen for the polar bent-coreg
520° model atT* 51.7. No clear discontinuity is visible in

FIG. 13. Pair distribution functions for the polarg520° bent-
core model resolved parallel to the director for a range of temp
tures.
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the density, Fig. 5, however, the second rank orientatio
order parameterQ00

2 increases from 0.91860.004 at T*
51.8 to 0.93160.003 atT* 51.7. The longitudinal pair dis-
tribution functiongi(r i* ) ~Fig. 13! has a slight reduction in
the amplitude of its oscillation indicating a disruption of th
layers with respect to the higher temperatureT* 51.8. Over
the rangeT* 51.7 to T* 51.5, the radial pair distribution
functiong(r * ) develops a split in the second peak showing
change in the in-plane structure from liquidlike to hexagon
This is more clearly seen in Fig. 14 which shows only t
region around the second peak in the radial pair distribut
function. This region is identified as a tilted smectic regio
however, it is not clearly hexagonal but some hexago
character may be appearing as pretransitional order wi
small discontinuity occurring in the density betweenT*
51.6 andT* 51.5. Examination of the longitudinal pair dis
tribution functions shown in Fig. 13 reveals a trend se
previously in the apolarg520° bent-core model@12# and in
the polarg510° bent-core model described earlier in th
report. As the temperature is reduced, the amplitude
gi(r i* ) is decreasing in magnitude. These results were a
lyzed using the simulated annealing technique to see whe
any difference existed between the director and the la

a-
FIG. 14. Radial pair distribution functions for the polarg

520° bent-core model for a range of temperatures. Radial
distribution functions displayed in the region ofr * 52.0 to r *
53.0 for the polarg520° bent-core model for a range of temper
tures.

FIG. 15. Pair distribution functions for the polarg520° bent-

core model resolved parallel to the director (Ẑ) or layer normal (p̂)
for a range of temperatures.
2-9
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JOHNSTON, LOW, AND NEAL PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061702 ~2002!
normal. The results of the analyses are shown in Fig. 15.
can see that for temperaturesT* 51.7 to T* 51.5 the peaks
have become better defined and have increased in magni
The angles of tilt,f5cos21(p̂•Ẑ), are presented in Table II
The phases in the regionT* 51.7 to T* 51.1 are identified
as tilted smecticB phases with angles increasing from 4.
61.1° at T* 51.7 to 14.5°61.0° at T* 51.1. We have al-
ready seen that the addition of a transverse electric dip
can lead to a tilted phase when combined with a transv
steric dipole forg510°. Here we see that the the addition
a transverse electric dipole has led to a greater maximum
angle compared with the apolar case@12# where tilt angles of
3.3°60.9° and 12.5°65.7° were found forg520°. In both
cases the angles of tilt is less than that found in real bent-
phases of approximately 25° to 35°, e.g., Refs.@37,15#. A
snapshot of the tilted phase atT* 51.2 is shown below in
Fig. 16.

TABLE II. Results for the electric polar order parameter^P1&
and angle of tilt for theN51024 simulations in theNPT ensemble
for the polarg520° bent-core model.

T* ^P1& Tilt ~deg!

2.3 20.010(0.018)
2.2 0.001~0.033!
2.1 20.014(0.040)
2.0 20.008(0.041)
1.9 20.012(0.060)
1.8 0.054~0.053!
1.7 20.013(0.044) 4.1~1.1!
1.6 0.014~0.044! 7.2(3.2)
1.5 20.032(0.020) 8.1(2.2)
1.3 20.038(0.024) 10.4(0.9)
1.1 20.097(0.013) 14.5(1.0)

FIG. 16. A snapshot from the production run of the polarg
520° bent-core model atT* 51.2.
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Examination of the values for theQ22
2 biaxiality parameter

show an increase as the temperature is reduced toT* 51.3,
from 20.01060.060 at T* 51.5 to 0.29460.038 at T*
51.3 illustrated in Fig. 17. For temperatures aboveT*
51.3 the values ofQ22

2 are nonsignificant. Interestingly ther
is no sign of a ‘‘TGB-like’’ phase@12# formed by the steric
model where a difference in the minor eigenvalues was
parent due to the formation of ‘striped’ regions with differe
local directors. In this case, for the polarg520° model, the
difference in the minor eigenvalues is very small. Here
biaxiality is due to the alignment of the subsidiary molecu
axes in the plane orthogonal to the director. As such this
be considered a uniform biaxial phase.

To determine whether any odd or even layer effect exis
the layers were separated and analyses performed on
separated layers atT* 51.5 and below, as before. For sy
tems with temperatures aboveT* 51.5 the layers were found
to be too disordered to be analyzed using this method.
separation of the layers often failed to provide any repres
tative sample of particles in subsequent layers for furt
analysis. In the tilted smecticB phase the aim was to dete
mine whether any antiparallel packing existed. Parallel pa
ing was already excluded due to the nonsignificant^P1& cal-
culated for the whole system~Table II!. The results of the
^P1& analysis for the separated layers of the polarg520°

FIG. 17. Average biaxial order parameterQ22
2 as a function of

scaled temperatureT* for the rod (L) and bent-coreg520°
(1) andg540° (h) models forN51024.

FIG. 18. Average electric polar order parameter^P1& from a set
of adjacent~a! odd and~b! even layers for the polarg520° model,
calculated every 1000 simulation steps forN5150 atT* 51.3.
2-10
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF POLAR BENT-CORE MOLECULES PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061702 ~2002!
model atT* 51.3 are shown in Fig. 18 and is typical of a
temperatures betweenT* 51.5 andT* 51.1 for this model.
It is clearly seen that adjacent layers have values of^P1&,
^P1&odd , and^P1&even that are opposite in sign but approx
mately the same magnitude. This results in an average^P1&
for the system that is nonsignificant, although each laye
polarized. The value of̂P1& in adjacent layers is approxi
mately60.6 indicating a strong polarization. A snapshot
sections of two adjacent layers is shown in Fig. 19. T
polarization was not seen for the apolar case where^P1&,
^P1&odd , and^P1&even were all zero. Thus for the tempera
ture regionT* 51.5 to T* 51.1 the phase was identified a
an antiferroelectric tilted smecticB phase. A further simu-
lated annealing analysis was performed on the separated
ers to determine whether the system was anticlinic or s
clinic. Adjacent layers were found to be tilted in the sam
direction indicating that the phase was synclinic. This

FIG. 19. A snapshot of a section of layers from the product
run at T* 51.3 for the polarg520° bent-core model for adjacen
~a! odd and~b! even layers. The centers of mass are represente
the spheres, the line vector,2, indicates the polar axis of the
molecule.

FIG. 20. A snapshot of a section of a layer from the product
run atT* 50.8 for the polarg540° bent-core model. The cente
of mass are represented by the spheres, the black lines vecto2,
indicates the direction of the polar axis of the molecule.
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close in phase structure to a phase of real bent-core m
ecules, however, the bent-core smectic hexagonalB-type
phase, theB3 phase, is not tilted. This type of synclini
antiferroelectric phase is one of those predicted by Bra
et al. @13# to be chiral. Further cooling does not produce a
further phase transitions.

This phase may be considered to be racemic and not
ral following the Boulder model@38#. This is confirmed by
the chiral order parameter̂l& that has a value of 0.12
60.13 and is not significant.

C. gÄ40° model

As the system was cooled, a transition occurred at a t
perature ofT* 51.3. This transition can be seen from th
discontinuity in the density shown in Fig. 5 and the increa
in the orientational order parameter,Q00

2 ~Fig. 6!, to 0.933
60.003 atT* 51.3 from 0.19460.019 atT* 51.4. Again
we see the first transition occurring at a higher tempera
for the polar model compared with the apolarg540° model
@12# which occurred atT* 51.0. Similarly to the apolar cas
@12# we see the temperature of transition is lower for theg
540° bent-core model than for the rodlike,g510° andg
520° models. The longitudinal pair distribution functio
gi(r i* )shown in Fig. 21 displays an oscillation indicating th
presence of a layered system. The large maximum value
narrow width of the oscillations ingi(r i* ) indicate a well
ordered layered structure. The radial pair distribution fun

n

by

n

FIG. 21. Pair distribution functions for the polarg540° bent-
core model resolved parallel to the director for a range of temp
tures.

FIG. 22. Pair distribution functions for the polarg540° bent-
core model for a range of temperatures.
2-11
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JOHNSTON, LOW, AND NEAL PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061702 ~2002!
tion g(r * ) shown in Fig. 22 displays an unusual pattern. T
main peaks appear to have associated with them sm
peaks, particularly, a small peak atr * 52.0. A peak at this
position was found in the apolarg540° bent-core mode
@12# and is attributed to the existence of in-plane T config
rations since the overall length-to-breadth ratio of the mo
is approximately3:1. This was confirmed by visual inspec
tion. A snapshot of the phase atT* 50.8 is shown in Fig. 20
whereT shaped arrangement of the dipoles is apparent.
different configurations possible for a bent-core system
back-to-back, face-to-face, and back-to-face, as well a
wide range of T and X configurations. There is no clear s
of the second peak that would indicate the formation of h
agonal packing. A split is seen to be developing in the co
plex set of peaks atr * 52.0, 2.1, and 2.4 indicating a mix o
configurations. This transition is therefore between the i
tropic phase and a smecticX phase which does not fall into
the usual classification. The addition of the transverse e
tric dipole has led to a change in the first ordered phase
the g540° bent-core model. The apolarg540° model un-
derwent a first transition to a ‘‘TGB-like phase’’@12#. With
the addition of an electric dipole this first transition h
changed to a smecticX phase. This complexity of packing i
seen in the real liquid crystal bent-core mesogens wh
there remains considerable discussion on the identificatio
phases of real molecules.

Examination of the biaxial order parameterQ22
2 shown in

Fig. 17 reveals the system has self-organised into a bia
phase. Unlike the apolarg540° bent-core model, the pola
model has not formed into a ‘‘TGB-like’’ biaxial phase bu
has formed a uniform biaxial smecticX phase where the
subsidiary axes are ordered in the plane perpendicular to
system director. The effect of the transverse electric dip
on this model has been to maintain long-range orientatio
the smectic layers which were disrupted by the purely st
shape. The biaxiality parameter remains significant as
temperature is decreased confirming its stability.

The same odd or even analysis was performed on
polar g540° model that was conducted for the previo
models. The results of the analyses are shown in Fig.
from the production run atT* 50.8. As was found earlier fo

FIG. 23. Average electric polar order parameter^P1& from a set
of adjacent~a! odd and~b! even layers for the polarg540° bent-
core model, calculated every 1000 simulation steps forN5150 at
T* 50.8.
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the polarg520° model, the effect of the dipole on the sy
tem has been to produce high degrees of spontaneous p
ization within a layer that is, on average, canceled by
next layer, hence,̂P1& is zero. The value of̂ P1&odd/even

was found to be, approximately60.5, the sign alternating
between layers. This phase thus is classified as an antife
electric smecticX phase. Unlike the polarg520° bent-core
model studied, the polarg540° model does not have an
in-layer tilt of the molecules; confirmed using the simulat
annealing analysis hence is racemic. This model has re
duced the main features of a real bent-core phase, theB3
phase in Pelzl’s description@16#. The simulated phase is
nontilted smectic phase, has polar ordering of the molec
axes with some disorder still present, however, hexago
order is not dominant. No further phase transitions are s
as the system is cooled.

D. gÄ70° model

It has already been commented on that this model is c
est to the real bent-core molecules in terms of its value ofg,
however, its length-to-breadth ratio is unrealistic. No tran
tions are evident from examination of the variation in de
sity, r* and second rank orientational order parameterQ00

2

shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Reduction in the
duced temperatureT* results in an increase in the density
expected but the value ofQ00

2 never attains a significan
value. Examination of the pair distribution functiong(r * )
and the longitudinal pair distribution functiongi(r i* )reveal
no structure at any temperature.

This behavior was also seen in the apolarg570° bent-
core model@12#. The length-to-breadth ratio is no longer
realistic approximation to that of a real bent-core molecu
The static value of the second rank orientational order
rameterQ00

2 at a value of 0.06060.006 indicates that, as wa
found for the apolar case, the particles have formed in
locking pairs and frozen into a plastic state.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have undertaken a series of simulations of polar be
core molecules. We employed a simple model of the be
core molecules comprising a two site Gay-Berne poten
with a central transverse dipole and we varied the anglg
between the sites from 10° to 70°. The addition of the tra
verse electric dipole to the potential was seen to affect
temperature range and type of phase formed with a tr
towards ordered phases at higher temperatures compar
the steric only model. The link between larger steric dipo
and lower temperatures of onset of the first ordered ph
remained.

The polarg510° andg520° bent-core models under
went two phase transitions, the first was to a smecticA phase
and the second to a tilted smecticB phase. The effect of the
electric dipole on the polarg510° model was to enhance th
layer structure of the smecticA phase compared with that o
the apolarg510° bent-core model. The addition of a tran
verse electrical dipole on theg520° model was found to
destabilise the nematic phase compared to the apolar m
2-12
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF POLAR BENT-CORE MOLECULES PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061702 ~2002!
with the first transition between the isotropic and a smectiA
phase. The tilted smecticB phases of the polarg510° and
g520° bent-core models were found to have a synclinic
of the molecules with respect to the layer normal reprod
ing some of the behavior of the real molecules. They w
racemic and not chiral. However, in real bent-core molecu
the in-plane hexagonal ordering, whilst being present in
B3 bent-core phase, is not seen in conjunction with mole
lar tilt. Upon further cooling of the smecticB phase of the
polar g510° bent-core model the system developed po
ordering. This was found to alternate in direction, but ad
cent layers were, on average aligned in the same direc
On examination of adjacent layers for the polarg520°
model in the smecticB phase, high spontaneous polarizati
within each layer was found but adjacent layers sponta
ously ordered to give an antiferroelectric structure with
overall ^P1&.

The polarg540° model underwent a first transition to
homeotropic biaxial smecticX phase and a second transitio
to an antiferroelectric biaxial smecticX phase. This is com-
pared with the apolarg540° model which underwent a firs
phase transition to a ‘‘TGB-like phase’’ and then showed
further phase transitions. The transverse electric dipole
again had the effect of reinstating the long-range ordering
the smectic layers that are disrupted by the purely steric b
core shape. Hence the steric and electric dipole are ha
contrary effects on the packing for this magnitude of elec
dipole. In both the polar and apolar systems the packing
complex with a range of orientations indicated by the bro
second peak in the pair distribution function. Some of th
o
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features have been attributed to T configurations of the
poles within the layer.

In the case of apolar bent-core models tilting of the m
ecules within the layer was found only atg520°. With the
addition of the transverse electric dipole to the transve
steric dipole shape, the structure of the phases changed
polar g510° model formed a tilted phase and the polarg
520° bent-core model attained higher degrees of tilt than
the case of the apolar model. This leads to the conclus
that a transverse electric dipole in conjunction with a tra
verse steric dipole shape can lead to tilted phases, altho
within a range of 0o,g,40° for the models studied. For
sufficiently biaxial shape, 20o,g,70°, the addition of the
electric dipole leads to the development of antiferroelec
biaxial structures in the lowest temperature phases.

The polar bent-core models have been successful in si
lating many of the complex features of real bent-core m
ecules. They have highlighted the stabilization of the sme
phase and increased tilt shown with the addition of the tra
verse electric dipole. The link between delayed onset of
dered phases and larger steric dipole, was enhanced by
addition of the electric dipole.
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